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Crime Blotter
Compiled from police reports

On April 14, a student reported
to the police department stating

ex-girlfriend's former dorm room.
The girl was sitting in an enclosed

that he had parked his vehicle in

common area. The officers asked

the Science Center parking lot, but

her to step outside into die hallway,

upon his return he noticed that his

and asked her why she was on

back spare tire was missing. The tire

campus again. The girl said that

was a full-size Michelin Defender

her ex-girlfriend asked her to come,

that costs approximately $150.

but officers informed her that her
ex had moved off campus. They

On April 15, an officer was

then asked her to turn around and

dispatched to a Compass Point

place her hands behind her back.

room in reference to a burglary. A

The girl became non-compliant,

male and his three female friends

saying that she did not have time

left their wallets and purses in

to interact with the officers, and

the male's locked bedroom while

turned around to run away. The

they went to lunch. The students

officers

didn't notice that their money was

hallway, where'she backed herself

gone until later that night. The

into a corner and began screaming

male student had approximately

and yelling. The officers were able

chased her

down the

$80-$ 100 in his wallet. The other

to calm her down and get her to sit

three females had $40, $20, and

down, but when they repeated that

$20 and a debit card in their

she was under arrest, she began

purses, respectively. One of the

screaming and yelling again. The

female students reported that when

officer pulled out his OC spray and

she called her bank to cancel her

told the girl that if she didn't calm

card, there were a few attempted

down he would use his spray on

transactions totalling $10 from

her. She eventually turned around

the "Savannah Pantry." The male

and placed her hands behind

student stated that his roommate
was home during'rime "Their

her back. The officer handcuffed
her and began to escort her 6tlt

money went missing, and that

of Windward. She continued to

the front door was unlocked but

resist, so the officer wove his arm

his bedroom door was still locked

through hers, placing his palm

when they returned from lunch.

against her shoulder in order to

Katie Babineau said.

BY EM ILY SMI TH
STAFF WR ITER

maintain control over her. She

and wildlife.

»

"I enjoyed it We cleaned up a

There is always garbage to be

"We gathered -a decent amount

lot, mostly cigarette butts. Ifeel like I

cleaned up on die beach, but a

of trash, even though there were

really helped out," freshman theater

and

recent event, Orange Crush, left

trash cans everywhere near the pier,"

major Preston Rivers said.

swing the officer around, leaned

members of the Honors Program

Tybee Island a litde dirtier than

Babineau said. "I'd say it was very

"I think every little bit helps,"

down and bit his left forearm. The

teamed up on April 14 to pick up

usual. The event is organized via

successful. We had members join

freshman Shannon Griffin said. The

banned individual being in die

officer forced her to the ground,

trash on Tybee Island.

building. The offender had been

accidentally breaking her glasses,

"These sweeps are important

previously banned and arrested

and waited for another officer to

because the small items left on

This year, Orange Crush was

Plastic straws, bottle caps, receipts

dinner at Zoe's Kitchen. Not only

for

criminal trespass. An RA

arrive. Both officers escorted her

the beach diat we help pick up are

held two weekends back-to-back.

and baby wipes were just a few of

did die two Armstrong groups have

informed the officers drat she was

out of Windward, filled out her

often the most likely items to fill the

Partiers at this event were expected

die items that students continuously

a fun time, but they became closer

on the second floor, east wing of

arrest paperwork and transported

bellies of small sea creatures," Go

to leave more litter dian usual that

found, some of which were already

in working toward the same cause:

Windward Commons, near her

her to jail.

Green Armstrong vice-president

could potentially harm the ocean

making their way into the water.

cleaning up Tybee Island beach.

On

April

officers

then used her body weight to

were dispatched to Windward
Commons

a

in

16,

two

reference

to

Go

Green

Armstrong

social media and brings thousands

from two groups on campus and

group ended the evening of service by

of people to the beach each spring.

everyone had a great time."

bonding over a healthy and delicious

Armstrongname change approved
BY'KATIE MADDOX

that it's always mixed up or messed

Facebook called "Get our Atlantic

NEWS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

up," Bleicken said.

back," and has organized a protest

Bleicken also mentioned how
even
The

"They botch it almost every time,"

since the majority of students will

she said.

go home [for the summer], but

university's

name

Armstrong State

change

University,
*

"will

help

minimize

She

also

addressed

student

concerns about the many schools
abbreviated

Bleicken said that the name change

ASU

Armstrong's

instead

unique

of

four-letter

abbreviation, AASU.

confusion

"The protests might dwindle

the paper petitions and electronic
petitions will still circulate so I
feel the word will still spread well
enough," he said.
Bleicken assured students that

"The Google search piece is just

"no student fees will be used to

and create a stronger brand for

something we're going to have to

fund

the

name

modification"

Armstrong."

live with. Armstrong is who we are,"

and

that

the

administration

she said.

plans to "convene a task force to

This name modification plan has
been in the works for several months

STAFF WR ITER

of Hawes Hall.

early on April 16 to approve

In a mass email, President Linda

BY EM ILY SMITH

26 in front

Georgia's Board of Regents voted

dropping "Adantic."

Armstrong's Alpha Sigma Tau now.

heels symbolized die steps that a

group that will be meeting on April

mispronounce Armstrong's name.

to

System

speakers

of

the

University

commencement

On

Armstrong's

Name

Student
about

opinions

are

mixed

develop a strategy to implement

the name change. One

the name change. Because most

student, Taylor Reed Vanwinkle,

of the university's signage, athletic
uniforms and collateral materials

woman takes toward healing after

sorority volunteered at the event as Modification Initiative website, the

experiencing abuse or sexual assault.

well. "It's a great cause and a great school said that the original name is

first "heard the whispers about the

tiling

name change in December last year.

already have the name 'Armstrong,'

sophomore economics major Tori "will help us attract new students, Ilooked into it and found no reason

rather than 'Armstrong Atlantic,'

Men are regularly viewed unfairly
If you were in Forsyth Park on as offenders, and this event shined a
April 16, you would've seen an light on men being advocates. These
sight: men walking symbols were used to empower the

Dixon said.

Bethesda Academy student, said. abuse. The center also provides
Take Back the Night was hosted community education and assault

"confusing," and that the new name
establish

additional

T-shirts made by victims were partnerships

unordinary

Rape Crisis Center's mission: to
around in heels.
"I'm struggling in the dirt in these provide information and support
heels," Phillip Dove, an 11th grade to victims of rape and child sexual

to raise awareness about,"

and

external
encourage

to change the name and said so on

the cost to implement the name

the survey they put out," he said.

change is expected to be minimal."

strung up on a clodiesline, allowing additional fundraising."
curious passersby to learn more

Armstrong

"Many people mistakenly think

about the center. The Spitfire Armstrong's name is Armstrong
Poetry Group also drew in a crowd, Adanta State University. This
as

members performed spoken confusion limits our ability to clearly

emailed

administration
current

"When I first got here, I can't

students,

tell you how many times alums

faculty and alums a survey asking

have asked me, 'When are we going

their opinion about the change

to get our name back?' because

to

all

Armstrong, asking questions

there's decades of people who went

such as whether they liked the

here and knew it as Armstrong.

by The Rape Crisis Center of The prevention programs for all ages.
Senior
psychology
major
Coastal Empire to raise awareness

word acts. The Rape Crisis Center's brand Armstrong as a successful
message rang just as loud as the part of the University System of

shortened name and would still

The

Cailey Sparks volunteered at the

Georgia, with diriving campuses in

consider donating to Armstrong

Armstrong," Bleicken said.

for abuse and sexual assault.

"Every two minutes, someone is infonnation booth about sexting.
sexually assaulted. It takes a lot of "A lot of people have never heard of
time to heal. The ideal is to get men the Rape Crisis Center. The event
to understand. Men are advocates, we're doing is to raise awareness for
victim advocate Brenda Lewis said.

abuse and sexual assault. The men

to are walking in heels to see how it
take a stand and take the mile feels. We're letting women know
that we're here to help," Sparks said.
challenge around Forsyth Park in
Men

who

were

inspired

heels on the pavement.

If you are a survivor of rape or Savannah and Hinesville."
sexual assault, The Rape Crisis

The

modification

will

Center wants to help you. There implemented beginning July
is a caring person waiting to talk

after graduating if the new name
be
1,

2014.
"For me, the biggest thing here

to you, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Call the Rape Crisis Line at is that we'll no longer be called
912-233-RAPE(7 273) or toll-free at Armstrong Adanta or Adanta
888-241-7273.

Armstrong or whatever misconfiguration of the name is. The point is

community

knows

us

as

Vanwinkle said that his main
point about protesting is "a name

was implemented.
Vanwinkle was also worried that

change at Armstrong will bring

"a vast majority of the students had

as many students to our campus

no clue about the name change

as Wal-Mart would receive new

before Wednesday last week when

shoppers for changing its name.

the email came out from

People come to Armstrong because

the

president," he said.
Vanwinkle organized a group on

it has what people need and want in
one place, very similar to Wal-Mart."
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Senior Spotlights
Elizabeth Pierre

What is your major?
Respiratory care.
What would you like to do
with your major? ,
I plan to work with neonates
and children with heart and
respiratory
problems
wiht
getting some experience in the
adult care as well.
Why did you choose this

major?
I chose this career field
because of the impact I get to
make on a patient's life and their
families. A career in respiratory
care means the opportunity to
love m ore people. I get to play a
big role in serving my community
and eventually around the world.
What are your plans for after

graduation?
Well, I just got hired as an
employee at the Children's
Healthcare of Atlanta, so I plan
on working there.
Are you nervous about
graduating?
I'm definitely not nervous
about graduating, I'm pumped
up! I'm fully ready to face life
after graduation because I feel
like there is so much more
learning to discover outside of
campus life.
College is sa id to be some of
the best years of your life; do
you feel like that's true or not?
I do agree with that
statement. I feel like college is a
place of discovery and diversify.
I became a disciple of Christ my
sophomore year. I met three of
my best friends in college and
matured so much from who I
was in high school.
Who's
your
biggest
inspiration?
My biggest inspiration, while
I was attending Armstrong,
is Renee Louis. Renee has
always been there for me when
I was feeling spiritually low.
She helped me stay positive
spiritually, which in turn
helped me not to give up on my
educational dreams.

INTERVIEW BY C LAIRE GOLE C

Jaclyn Stambaugh

What is your major?
Early childhood education.
Why did you choose this
major?
I h ave wanted to be a teacher
since the third grade. I love
kids and I a m passionate about
wanting them to succeed and
be the best people they can be.
What are your plans for

after graduation?
Get a job and work on my
masters. Probably substitute
to get my foot in the door
somewhere.
How many years have you
been enrolled at Armstrong?
Four years. I started as a
freshman in 2010.
What would you tell your

freshman self?
College is difficult, but you
can never give up because it is
all worth it at the end. There
were times when I wanted to
quit because it was really hard,
but I am glad that I did not.
What has been your most
memorable college experience?
Meeting a bunch of different
people and learning more
about myself. I kn ow that some
of the friendships I have made
will be lifelong ones.
College is said to be some of
the best years of your life; do
you feel like that's true or not?
I think college can be some
of the best years of your life
if you allow it to be. You have
to want to enjoy it and not
stress too much, or it will be
miserable.
What do you like to do
during your free time?
I enjoy reading, swimming,
listening to music and hanging
out with friends.
Who's
your
biggest
inspiration?
My mom. She is my rock and
is always there for me if I n eed
her. She has always been very
supportive and I w ould not be
where I am today without her
love and guidance.

LET'S GET DOWN
TO THE BUSINESS
OF YOUR FUTURE.
Gain the skills of economic
analysis and strategic business
thinking with one powerful
degree, Introducing the Bachelor
of Science in Business Economics,
Now business fundamentals with
essential communication and
leadership skills are yours—and so
is a promising future,

Find out more • 912.344.3202
armstrong.edu
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Lady Pirates win 11th
straight PBC Tournament
Filipovski, Krtickova, Hacke

BY DAL TON JOHNSON

THE INKWELL

Pirates honor seniors, take
two of three from Braves

and Olga Kalodzitsa all made

SPORT.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

the

first-team

for

doubles.

Perez and Prats-Millan made

BY CA LEB BA ILEY

teammates,"

mentioned

game at two. The Pirates were

STAFF WRITER

Miller. "Every one of them has

able to load the bases in the

taught me a lot about myself,

eighth inning "and they took

second-team honors.
The

Armstrong

State

University

tennis

team

dominant
winning

the

For

Atlantic
women's

continued

play

by

its

again

Peach

[3]

Belt

8th

consecutive

year, and the 13th time in his

The

career, ladies' leader Simon

baseball

Armstrong
team

Pirates

put

their

The

Pirates

added

some

insurance in the bottom of the

much more than I could have

the lead after a throwing error

eighth inning as Avera brought

ever

all,

allowed Sherlin to cross home

home Sherlin with an RBI

I will always have .the utmost

anticipated.

plate. Joey Lupus smacked a

single and Dennard crushed a

sacrifice RBI to third base,

three-run home run, his ninth

seven-game win streak on the

Year honor.

line this past weekend as they

and

experiences I

bringing home RJ Dennard.

of the year, to make the final

hosted

24-ranked

have encountered during the

Matt Wisniewski loaded the

score 8-2.

continued its dominance. The

UNC-Pembroke

Braves. The

season and off-seasons while

bases again with a walk, and

Bader took the win to bring

ladies cruised through their

Pirates first honored their four

at practices, games, or outside

then Johnson came up to the

his season total to nine and tie
the Armstrong all-time record

Once play began, Armstrong

tinfe for the 11th straight year.

No.

the

memories

Earnshaw earned Coach of the

the

for

Above

regards

Conference Tournament, this
Before play began for the

the

ahead 4-2.

learning

Lady Pirates, several of the

competition and were set to

seniors before the start of the

of baseball in general with my

plate. He made history

girsl took home honors at the

play Columbus State in the

game as it was Senior Day at

team."

himself as he blasted a grand

annual PBC awards banquet.

championship match. Due to

Pirate Field. Dalton Johnson,

"I've had a great time at

slam to right field, the first for

The final game of the series

Senior Aleksandra Filipovski

rain, the match was waived,

Ethan Bader, Clayton Miller

Armstrong for my two years

the Pirates all season and the

did not go the way the Pirates

took home the top honor of

and as the highest seed left,

and Mitchell Dolan were the

here," Dolan said. "I've made

first for Johnson in his career.

had

the night after being named

the Pirates took home

four

some

from

The shot made the score 9-2,

jumped onto the home team

the 2014 PBC women's tennis

championship.

early, recording three hits and

Ironically,

Player of the Year.
Filipovski

is

the

No.

teammates

after
won

the

all

seniors

recognized

as

lifelong

friends

for

their families joined them on

the team and a lot of good

which held as the Pirates won

her

the field. All four shared their

memories with them. Being a

their eighth straight game.

the

experiences and memories.

senior is bittersweet. Iwill miss

Ryan Good took the win

being out on the field every day

with a complete game, three-hit

awards

"Senior Day was a memory

of 29.

planned.

The

Braves

four runs in the top of the first
inning.

Armstrong answered

the early deficit with an RBI

3-ranked singles player in the

night before, it was freshman

nation for the No. 2-ranked

Dora

remember,"

with my teammates, going on

performance that put him at

double off the bat of Ryan

Pirates and had a 19-1 record

home the PBC Tournament

Johnson said. "Our coaches

road trips, and just clowning

6-3 for the year.

Patterson.

in

Singles MVP. She went 2-0 in

and teammates made it special

around with them. Ican't wait

Braves

Dennard homered in the

singles play.

for us and it was the first time

to see what the future holds in

took the field on Sunday for

bottom of the seventh inning,

my parents were able to see me

store for all of us."

regular-season

play.

She

has played exceptionally well
this year

against top-ranked

Andrejszki

Andrejszki

who

took

didn't

even

opponents, as she went 6-1

know that an MVP would be

against

named for

nationally-ranked

three more runs in the game

great people along the way.

only two hits recorded between

The Braves got on the board

"We snapped a nine-game

the two teams in the first three

first with a pair of RBI singles

win streak, but we won another

innings.

for

in the second inning. It took

big series," Johnson said after

here, but I am

the Braves as Dalton Knight

the Pirates four more innings

the game. "The team is really

happy to say my time here is

brought home two Braves with

to get their bats going.

coming together at the right

almost

has

an RBI double in the top of

and

met

award. The timing worked out

Looking back, it

well for the talented freshman

like

since Alida Mueller-Wehlau in

deficit. The Braves added on

did for the Pirates as a late

chances are to take home the

you

17 th

home the honor and the first

started off much like Saturday

who has enjoyed a solid first
year.
"It's really nice that I won

just

all seems

yesterday

transferred
up.

when I

Armstrong

get

some baseball. It was a

That

changed

2011.

the

very

changed me in many ways for

Seniors Barbora Krtickova
and Marlen Hacke made,

excited when they called my

the better and I appreciate all
the opportunities T was given

the fourth.
Miller followed that up with
a lead-off home run in the

during my time here."

bottom half

the

league's

singles,

first-team

junior

Clara

for
Perez

never

defensive slugfest as t here were

sooner

University. Filipovski is the
women's tennis history to take

concluded,
to

were

many

teammates

fans were ready

the Pirates

memories

Cigui

Armstrong

able to recover from the early

your matches, the better your

PBC Player of the Year Paolo

in

but

the three-game series. The day

to

the

player

were

a doubleheader to close out
pre-game

"I have made lots of great

that

State

ceremonies

the

and

finish

the No. 2-ranked and two-time
Columbus

"My time here at Armstrong

all

Pirates

the

her

of

the tournament,

After

play here at Armstrong."

The

has been great," shared Bader.

and

including

always

joked

defeating

players,

I'll

award

and I was

name," Andrejszki said.
The

Lady

await

their

Pirates

will

seeding for

the

game surge put another notch ' and took the third game by a
final of 7-2.

in the win column.

Wisniewski

homered

to

.•

time.
The Pirates (24-15, 15-12)

right field and Johnson was
able to reach second on a
throwing error on a bunt. The

next play a crucial Peach Belt
series against the No. 2-ranked

inning.

error allowed Lupus to cross

team in the country, Lander

"During my four-year tenure

He once again came through

home plate and tie the game.

University. They return home

of

the

the

as an athlete at Armstrong I

in the sixth inning, cracking

Both Tyler Avera and Dennard

for their final series of the year

Prats-Millan made the second

announcement on April 29 at

have had the luxury of making

a

and

recorded RBI doubles in the

against Belmont Abbey next

team.

8:30 p.m.

many friendships with several

scoring Cody Sherlin to tie the

inning to put the home team

weekend.

and

sophomore

Carolina

NCAA

Regionals

with

single

to right

field

JOHNSON'S JOCK TALK

Meb Keflezighi perfectly represents America in Boston Marathon victory
Meb raised his sunglasses

Wilson Chebet by 11 seconds.
All this week,
remembrance
written
video

BY DALTO N JOHNSON

ago,

year's
victims,

before he crossed the tape. He

last

and

the

montages

have

heen

smoke

then opened his arms as wide

made, and pictures have been

as

posted all across social media.

the blue tape as a champion.

he

could

and

embraced

The Red Sox lost on the day

When he crossed the finish

of the marathon, but they were

line, the American flag was

still 'Boston Strong' and it

draped over Keflizighi as tears

felt as if even Derek Jeter was

rolled down his face.
This is not Meb's first time

David Ortiz home run.

breaking an American drought

' Just two weeks shy of his

in his running career. In 2012,

Keflezighi

he won the New York City

showed his remembrance of

Marathon, becoming the first

39th
year

fist to the crowd and made the
sign of the cross over his heart

hoping for a Sox win from a

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

One

been

have

about

bombings

articles of

to his head, pumped his right

birthday,

covered the finish line of the

the victims from last year by

American to do so in 27 years.

Boston Marathon in a tragic

writing them on his bib.

Earlier in 2004, he won a silver

terrorist attack that will never

He took a risky approach to

medal in the Olympics, which

Boston

the race, as a man much older

was the first time the feat was

bombings killed three people

than many of his competitors.

done since 1976. The storied

be

forgotten.

The

of

being

cautious,

career of the runner almost

and left more than 260 people

Instead

injured, with hearts in Boston

running with the pack and

came

and all over the nation torn as

then taking over at the end

contemplated retirement after

on his mind, no matter where

well.

to take the race, Meb took a

the New York City Marathon.

he originally came from.

much more aggressive way to

once

run the marathon. He took

the

again how strong it can be. On

the

win

the eve of the marathon, the

and running physically

Boston Red Sox - who always

emotidmally

year

later,

and

nation

was

reminded

road

of

getting

an

end

when

he

Four years after Greg Meyer,

our

One

to

Meb was not born here, and

to

his family chose to immigrate

marathon,

to America. He cannot run

and

Meb fled his birth country

for president, but he can run

by

of Eritrea, then a 12-year-old

for freedom and the American

ahead

exhausted

last

male

the

American

iconic

have a "Boston Strong 617"

yourself, with nobody around.

boy immigrating to America.

dream. That's exactly what he

jersey hanging in the dugout

In one of the most physically

When the bortibs went off

did.

- had a wild comeback victory

grueling sports, you ache, your

near the finish line of the

After running for over two

over the Baltimore Orioles at

mind is wandering and the

marathon last year, Meb was

hours of grueling pain, Meb ran

Fenway Park. The next day,

pack feels like they are right on

near the horrible act and the

faster than he ever had before.

the marathon was upon us and

your heels ready to hunt you

sound reminded him of his

Last year's tragedy was turned

an American won the male

down no matter how far away

childhood.

into this year's triumph.

division for the first time since

they are.

This year, all Meb could

One year after the Boston

1983.
Meb Keflezighi won the 26JA

gap

heap at the finish line was

bombings, an American from

SfTOHWfTTfS

several times, and came close
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A w eekly sex column
*

BY MICHELLE PO MPEI AND
BILLIE AMA TUS-SALAAM

Michelle
Pompei
is
a
feminist, activist, and health
advocate who spent 8 years
as a patient educator at a
reproductive health clinic.
When not talking about
vaginas with her friends, she's
a home renovation DIYer and
gardener.
Billie Amatus-Salaam is a
sex geek fascinated by the
science of sex, the social
constructs surrounding sex,
and the various ways humans
express themselves sexually.
Otherwise, Billie likes to
cuddle up with a cup of Earl
Grey and her Kindle. Michelle
and Billie are both public
health graduate students at
Armstrong.
If you thought we were only
going to talk about sex, you
were wrong - but we hope
you're
not
disappointed.
Not everyone is having sex,
and some people don't even
experience sexual attraction
(shout out to the asexuals!).
But one thing's for sure most of us will experience a
romantic relationship and it
should be healthy and a great
experience for you and your
partner.
The
foundation
of
a
healthy
relationship
is
communication, and one
thing you may not have talked
about is romance. What do

you consider to be romantic?
How do you want your
partner to express love to you?
How does your partner prefer
to be shown love? These are
all "expectations."
Expectations, like in most
life circumstances, can make
or break a relationship. Does
your partner save every ticket
or napkin from
every
date?
Like Leslie
Knope
from
Parks
and
Rec

does
he
or she
have
a
calendar
full
of
special
date
each
requiring
a sentimental gift?
Or is your partner
a minimalist who
is able to throw
away
anything
sentimental
and
has
never
texted
a
fluffy
thought? Chances are you're
somewhere in between - but
it's a wide spectrum and it's
important you know where

you and your partner lie.
It might not be something
you've
discussed
because
sometimes
we
have
an
expectation that our partners
will "get" us (another pesky
expectation!). We also may
want to be surprised by a
romantic gesture, and when
you have to spell out what it
is that gives you warm and
fuzzy feelings, it takes avvay
the surprise. We also may
assume that everyone is on
the same page when it comes
to what's romantic. Doesn't
everyone like candlelight
dinners and cuddling in bed
while marathoning TV shows
on Netflix?
People express affection
and want to receive affection
in a variety of ways. This
may or may not align with
what we've seen
in media, or

makes you feel loved. One
way to start is to find your
love language.
Back in 1995 (yeah, some
of you were born then or
just two years old, but we
promise this is relevant) a guy
named Gary Chapman wrote
a book called "The Five Love
Languages: How to Express
Heartfelt Commitment to
Your Mate." It was designed
for married couples, but
the basic premise applies to
anyone. Chapman says there
are five ways to express love:
Words of affirmation complimenting your partner
or praising something your
partner has done.
Acts

of

your
partner
out with a
task.

what
society
and
our social networks say
about romance - and that's
perfectly OK! It's important
to figure out what it is that

CAMPUS VOICES:

Receiving
gifts - giving
your partner
thoughtful,
heartfelt
presents.
Quality
time
having a good
conversation with your
partner, or doing an
activity together.
Physical touch - holding
hands, kissing and being
physically intimate with your
partner.
Which of these resonates
the most with you? Ask
yourself
which
language
makes you truly feel special.
It's not about what you're
supposed to like. Is getting

gifts really meeting your
emotional needs, or is it just
something you can take a
photo of and brag about on
Instagram?
We're
not
fans
of
boxing people in, so your
love language could be. a
combination of the five.
We would even suggest a
sixth and call it something
like "Playground behavior."
You know, calling your
partner
horrible
names,
playful hitting and general
ball-busting. It would be
the
I-love-you-and-that'swhy-I-make-fun-of-you
love
language.
After you've done your
homework, let your partner
know how you like to have
love expressed to you. Your
partner should let you
know what their preferences
are, too. Again, it all goes
back to communication.
Don't assume your idea of
romance is painfully obvious
to your partner, even if you
habitually roll your eyes and
are dismissive of those sappy
compliments, and by now,
your partner should have
picked up on this. Don't
assume that what you need
to feel loved is what your
partner needs. Relationships
are all about meeting the
other
person somewhere
in the middle - a very wide
middle - to find what works
and keeps the relationship
fun and interesting. Talk
about it, and then both of
you should make an effort to
express affection in ways that
make sense to each other.
You just might find that
your relationship is more
emotionally fulfilling after
you've set aside assumptions
and preconceived notions
about romance and discussed
what romance really means
to you and your partner.

"What do you think about Armstrong's name
change?"

"I don't like how it sounds, it's
awkward, the previous name
was better."

"I l ike it. It was a pain to say,
I'm g lad we shortened it."

"Because I'm graduating,
it doesn't really affect me
other than the name on my
diploma."

"I d on't like it, because there
are ten other ASUs, there's
only one AASU."

"I d on't really like it, it
sounds shorter."

"I d on't like it, it sounds
funny."
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Love your selfie: They're here to stay
BY CLA IRE GOLE C

Claire Golec is a senior Prof.
Communications Major here
at Armstrong, and is a regular
contributer for The Inkwell.

Selfies. You either love them or
you hate them. Smile, duck face,
or whatever your pose; we are all
guilty of taking at least one. The
question is how did this cultural
phenomenon become such a hit?
The blame can vastly be placed
on social media and celebrities like
Miley Cyrus and Kim Kardashian.

According to Gflardian writer
Elizabeth Day, the photo frenzy
began in 2004 but didn't gain
popularity until 2010.
"It was the introduction of
smartphones - most crucially the
iPhone 4, which came along in
2010 with a front-facing camera that made the selfie go viral," said
Day. Some of the earliest selfie
trends started in front of a mirror
and were used as MySpace or
Facebook profile pictures. Today,
•we have evolved into raising the
camera ever so slightly above
our heads, creating what some
speculate to be a cuter and slimmer
appearance. •
This cultural fad is receiving
mixed emotions across the nation.
Thomas Yongo, senior and liberal
arts major, is a selfie enthusiast.
"I'm an aspiring male model
oh top of acting so I constantly
take selfies just to figure out how
to work my face and my muscles
so whenever I'm in front of a
professional photographer I don't
waste his or her time," Yongo
said.
Tyler Meeks, senior and rehab

My experience with selfies is a
complicated one. I used to be very
camera shy; itwasn't until my senior
year in college that I accep ted this
trend. When I
saw people post
selfies, I just
had to roll my
eyes because I
used to think
that selfies were
only for those
desperately
craving
some
attention. Today
however, I see
selfies as a way
of
expressing
society's diverse
beauty
and
personality.
Taking
selfies
has
enabled
me to become
more confident
in both my

days after the bombing, both my
legs were amputated above the
knee. A year later, I'm still unstable
on my artificial legs, so in private I
sometimes use my stubbies, small
platforms that attach to the bottom
of my thighs. Because they are only
a couple of inches high, and don't
have knees, I can walk and stand
on them for hours.
With my stubbies on, I'm less
than 4 feet tall, so I paint th
e bottom
half of the wall. Erin stretches for
the top, doing things I'll never be
able to do, like stand on tiptoes.
We had only been dating for a year
when the bomb went off, but she
never left my side. She knew how to
lighdy lift the hair from my burnt
forehead without causing me pain.
When I joked, "Don't worry E,
our kids will have legs," and she
laughed, 1 realized how much I

loved her. We hugged, and it was
die first time we touched without
pain. It was six more months
before the engagement, and the
pregnancy, but it felt inevitable.
"What about trim?" I ask.
"I don't know. I was thinking
yellow or green."
"How about red for the Sox?"
"Jeff..."
"I'm kidding." .
The doorbell rings. "That's
Kevin," Erin says. "I asked him to
help with the futon." Kevin Horst
is my store manager at Costco.
He visited me every day in the
hospital, and stopped by my mom's
apartment for months to give h er
flowers because he knew how
worried she was. He's gay, in a longterm relationship but with no plans
for children, and sometimes I feel
like his semi-adopted son.

"Heavy Kevy!" I shout, opening
the door. Kevin is standing there
with a drill. "You don't know
anything about IKEA furniture, do
you?" I say, laughing .
"It's a gift for you and Erin."
He and I sit on the floor and
unbox the futon pieces. It does
not go well. There is fake wood
everywhere, and none of it fits.
Kevin keeps insisting we follow the
directions. I'm convinced the drill
could solve all our problems, if
we'd give it a chance. In the end,
Kevin is driven crazy because
the slipcase won't fit snugly on the
cushion. Erin talks him down. I
just laugh; I've been laughing with
Kevin all afternoon.
Afterward, I make lattes for
everyone, and we sit in the baby's
room, admiring our work. I think:
Are we watching paint dry? But

earthy thots for my hainan
hokkien bff - m4w

shared a smile or two. You had
someone with you and on the
way out said " Nice to see you"
I replied. I was going to give
you my business card, but you
got out before I realized it.
If you read this, tell me who
you had with you and a brief
description.

Prius - w4m - 21 (Savannah
Mall)

science major, says he's not a fan of
the selfie epidemic.
Selfies?
Never
entirely
understood them myself," Meeks
said.

inner and outer beauty. Although
I may not post all o f my selfies to
Facebook or Twitter, I am proud to
look at the beautiful young woman
in the photos.
Some celebrities are now having
selfie competitions.
Just look
at Ellen DeGeneres- the recordbreaking, Twitter-crashing, selfie

queen. Her selfie featured several
famous celebrities at the Oscars,
The shot seen around the world has
since gained 3.4 million retweets
and 2 million favorites. Countless
others have tried to beat her record
by ta king similar group selfies, but
have failed miserably.
Whatever your feelings may

be toward selfies, one thing's
for certain - this craze is not
disappearing
anytime
soon.
Thus, we here at The Inkwell
challenge you to submit your
own selfie to us. We will pick the
best ones and post them to our
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
pages.

Boston Marathon bombing survivor: My best days
are the ones normal people take for granted
BY JEFF BAUMAN

Los

ANGELES TIMES

(MCT)

It is a weekend for working
around the house. My fiancee,
Erin, and I have the baby's room to
paint and some IKEA furniture to
assemble. I roll out of bed early _
10:30 _ and get into my wheelchair.
Erin is already making coffee in the
kitchen.
"I started the first wall," she
says. " I love that gray." Erin never
bugs me about sleeping late. For a
few months after I was injured in
the Boston Marathon bombings,
I often slept 15 hours a day. The
doctors said my body needed to
heal. It must still be healing because
I hardly ever see 8 a.m. anymore.
I finish my coffee, then roll into
the bedroom for my stubbies. Two
I

Hooked
on You
We're
not
claiming to b e
ma tchmake rs
or
anything,
but
everyone
know s it c a n b e
a
rewarding
experien ce
reading.
the
missed
connections
section
on
Craigslist. None
of the following
content ha s b e e n
edited. Here a r e
our top picks for
this week:

Happy earth day, luvah. I
missed you yesterday.
Mulling everything over,
and wondering come zing fiveoh whether I'll be rational,
understanding, or passiveaggressive.
I w as thinking how you took
him out to the most expensive
restaurant around for his
bday. Why did that pop in my
head? I dunno. But it bothered
me then, and obviously still
stings.
I know where we belong
together. And it isn t this.
Earthy grounded love, down
through the lithosphere, from
my zero center to yours.

24' hour shopette - w4m
(Fort Stewart)
I saw you at the 24 he
shopette tonight around 11
You drove a truck, I was a
blonde wearing a red shirt. You
seemed interested but I'm not
sure if I was reading it wrong.
Anyways you were pretty cute
and your truck was sexy. Tell
me what kind of truck it was
so I know it is you :)

Cici's'Pizza - m4w (savannah
ga)
ok,

I

will be shocked if this
but I was in Cici's today
and We made eye contact and

Ad posted last year about
girl sketching in the park w4m - 21
There
was
a
missed
connections post about me
posted this past year. I was
sitting in Chippewa square
drawing in my sketchbook
and you asked me what I was
working on. The post said you
wanted to ask me out for a
drink. If its you, tell me what
was on my shirt I was wearing
that day.

Maintenance
Guy
at
Savannah Commons - vv4m
(savannah)
I seriously doubt that you'll
see this but I'm looking for
the maintenance guy with
the glasses and pony-tail
who works at the Savannah
Commons senior living. I work
for one of the ladies who live
there and Fsee you in the halls
some times. Maybe we can
have coffee and conversation
sometime!

work's,

Driver

of

Red/Maroon

You were driving behind
today me for a couple of miles.
You had your window down
and I think brown curly hair?
Well, I'd like to believe you
turned when I did so that you
could get a better look at me ;)
even though there were many
other reasons to be turning
into a mall. You kept driving
around to come in from the
target side and you drove
by me as I was walking. You
looked cute! What car was 1
driving?

met you at whole foods. m4m (savannah ga)
hey handsome
i was too shy to ask you
out
you pointed out sale coffee
to me
and later tried to help with
my wine
if interested lets get together
for a cocktail

What happens in savannah
don't need to stay lol - w4m
(River street)
Soooooo I h ad a nice evening
as I have been drinking lol I
just want to find this lovely
man so I can have one last
kiss lmao I'm so stupid this is
a wild goose chase but mYbe
not you was in a white pimp

Erin and Kevin talk about the making a latte for friends _ once
natural light, and all the memories seemed insurmountable to me.
this room will hold. For a minute, There were times, when tHe sweat
it's hard to believe this is my life: my poured bff me as I struggled and
house, my love, my friend, my baby failed to take one step, drat I wanted
to give up, because I d rought that
on the way.
"This was a great day," I tell no matter how hard I tried, I would
Kevin, as I roll with him to the never be self-sufficient again. I
would always be a burden to dre •
door. "One of the best."
Most people would look at me people I love.
So those other experiences, they
sideways for saying this about such
a mundane day. After all, since the are special. They are memories I'll
bombing, I've stood on the field at always have. But this experience
Fenway during the seventh-inning _ doing household chores, being
stretch of a World Series baseball helpful, living a nonnal life _ is
game; I sat in the presidential box what matters. It is w hat I worked
at the State of the Union address. so hard for. And right now, it's all
I really want.
Erin and I met Michelle Obama.
But Kevin understands. He
ABOUT THE WRITER
knows that the things normal
Jeff Bauman's book "Stronger" is
people take for granted _ going to
the bathroom on their own, getting out this month. He wrote this for
out of bed without falling down, the Los Angeles Times.
suite and cowboy boots :) so
sexy and your from great ole
Georgia !! Now if you can tell
me what I was wearing and
what you whispered in my ear
hehe lol

Professional, attractive gwm
here. Hit me back and let me
know what muscle group I
was working out today and/
or what color shorts I was
wearing.

Looks
isnt
working
anymore - m4w (Savannah)

Server at buffalo wild wings
- m4 w

We see one another in public
forum almost every day. I am
married so i cant just come
out and say it. 1 saw a post on
craigslist that said exactly what
I'm saying. I even spoke to you
today about your extension
right before the end of the
day. We always seem to flirt
and always seem so interested
in one another.
I hope you see this. Maybe. 1
figure that living life is always
worth a shot and pursuing
what i w ant is priority.
If you see this, write me
back. You flame haired hottie
:D

I think your name was brie?
Please contact me. I'd like to
get to know you. You're very
attractive and i saw a ring on
your finger. But that does not
matter to me. I c an show you a
very good time.

Hot Built White Guy at
24/7 Fitness Today (near
Olgethorpe Mall) - m4m - 34
(Savannah, GA )
You are the quiet built
attractive white guy and I see
you at the gym all the time. I
admit when I get a chance 1
check you out. We pass by each
other and I'm eager to break
the ice and say something. I
think you do too but just not
acting on it.

black jeep hottie - m4 w - 3 8
(savannah)
Hey This May Be A Long
ShoT But You Looked So
Fine I Didn't Even Notice
If YouHad A Ring On Your
Finger. Email Me Back With
Your Company Our Mine So
I Will Know If Its You And
If You Would Like To Know
More. Have A Good Day

zaxbys drive thru
Richmond Hill - m4w

girl

Came by this morning at
around 1045 (Sunday) and
ordered a milkshake I wanted
a small but u gave me an extra
cup and said they were pre
made... well anyways I think
you are smoking hott and if
you get this email me please!
You have short blonde hair ....
1 w as in Grey car..
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ENTERTAINMENT

Savannah charms the fashion industiy with
a fresh 2014 Fashion Week line-ui

UPCOMING EVENTS
April 24 — 30

Thurs. April 24
•

•
•
•

•

•

year's Fashion Week looks to be a
step in the right direction, featuring
special collections by hair and
makeup teams and the first-ever
pop-up shop by the B Street District
Savannah Fashion Week is set
- which Burge thinks "might just
to reveal itself through a stylish new
lens for its fifth anniversary this year. rival the runway show."
©f course, there can be no
Founded by a group of local
fashion week without a runway
retailers who wanted to highlight
show and after previously being
die city's creative talent, Savannah
held in the Jepson Center and
Fashion Week has taken many
Lucas Theatre, this year's show
shapes and forms over the last few
will be held in Forsyth Park on
years. Savannah Fashion Week
May 1, the perfect backdrop for
president Fleather Burge said "the
the theme "White Modem Luxe"
focus is ore Savannah." She is not
wrong, as all the designers who will which, if the name is anything to
go by, will definitely contrast well
show during fashion week have
with the mystical am bience of the
ties to the city, which distinguishes
park. According to a press release,
it from the glamor and bustle of
this
will be the first time Savannah
similar international events. While
designers
show during fashion week
fashion week, wherever held, is an
alongside
local boutiques. Brooke
exciting opportunity for creative
Atwood,
Catherine Faine and
minds to showcase their talent, it
featured
designer
April Johnston are
should also be a celebration of the
just
a
few
of
the
designers
expected
location and Savannah does an
to
show.
Of
course,
April
Johnston
exceptional job of incorporating
won't be the only featured designer
both.
as women's designer Chris Benz
Burge also stated that Savannah
will receive t he Savannah Fashion
"has a lot of resources" and hopes
Visionary Award.
it will one day become "a style
The award, created by the
destination of the South." This

organizers of SFW, is the first of its
kind and on being tire first recipient,
Benz, quoted from a press release
earlier last month, said he was
"equally thrilled and humbled to
be honored by Savannah Fashion
Week." Benz is also tire recipient
of the coveted CFDA Emerging
Designer Award which he won in
2003 while attending Parsons. He
interned with Marc Jacobs before
moving on to launch his own label
in 2007.
Another
highlight of
the
weeklong event is the feature film
Mademoiselle C, a documentary
about legendary Vogue editor
Carine Roitfeld and her journey
to creating her own fashion
publication. Mademoiselle C will
show on Wednesday April 30 at
tire Jepson Center and is free with
a student ID. For those who aren't
accustomed to Fashion Week, these
less i ntimidating and more relaxed
events are the best way to see what
it's all about.
Tire creators of Savannah Fashion
Week hope tourists and locals alike
will come out and experience the
style and culture tire city exudes.

They also hope to help students who
aspire to work in the creativeindustry
through a charitable new fund. As
stated in a press release from Orange
PR, the Savannah Style Fund will
"assist the next generation of design
professionals on their path." This is
being done predominantly through
sponsorship packages this year,
where certain ticket purchases grant
access for a Savannah Arts Academy
student to the fashion show.
The focus on students doesn't
stop there, as the fashion scene at
Armstrong was discussed during an
interview with Burge. As a way to
unite our campusfashion enthusiasts
and those curious to discover
Fashion Week, Burge has offered
a 20 percent discount code for all
Armstrong students who would like
to attend Savannah Fashion Week.
Enter "ARMSTRONG" online
at www.savannahfashionweek.org
when purchasing tickets to receive
the discount
Savannah Fashion Week runs
from April 28-May 3. For a full
line-up of events, check out the
Inkwell's website.

Dculus' delivers predictable scares
By TODD PER KINS

Horror films are meant
to scare people. Whether by
highlighting an underlying
fear, showing gruesome gore,
or simply featuring loud,
startling sounds, the overall
goal is to get the audience to
scream and gasp throughout
the film's running time.
Director
Mike
Flanagan
understands that in order to
get the audience to be afraid
of what is about to happen
to the characters, he must
get the viewers to care about
those characters. His first
mainstream film "Oculus"
builds its tension by first
establishing what is at stake
and delving into the dark
history of the protagonists
in order to get its audience
invested in the story before all
of the unsettling events begin
to take place.
The film starts out with
twenty-one year old year
old Tim Russell (Brenton
Thwaites)
being
released
from
a
mental
hospital
after a traumatic childhood
incident years before. Once
back in society, his older
sister Kaylie Russell (Karen

Gillan) takes him to their
childhood home where she
intends on confronting an
evil entity contained within a
centuries-old mirror that she
believes was the cause of the
deaths of both their parents.
Both siblings will be tested
during the course of the night,
and each will face their own
set of horrors as they come to
terms with past and present
demons.
Flanagan delivers a smart
script that knows how to
maneuver around the same
stale story structure that has
become all too predictable in
contemporary horror movies
by placing the film's action
in both past and present story
arcs. As the adult Tim and
Kaylie set out to defeat the
evil held within the mirror,
the story shifts back to them
as children experiencing the
evil unfold while draining the
life out of their parents. The
use of flashback has never
been utilized as effectively
in a horror film as it is here,
and Flanagan makes use of
the intersecting timelines in a
way that that is surprising and
satisfying toward the end.
Gillan and Thwaites deliver
fine performances that manage
to keep the audience suckered

into the story even when
things become increasingly
more unrealistic, which is the
main goal for actors in any
horror movie. The only issue
with the two leads has nothing
to do with their acting but with
their appearance. It seems that
the only performers who are
cast in these sorts of roles are
the young, fit, good-looking
types that look more like
professional models than real
people, and it would be nice
to see average people in these
sorts of extreme situations like
in "Paranormal Activity."
Despite
some
minor
drawbacks,
Flanagan
has

made a film that is tense
and scary while also focusing
on
the
characters
and
the repercussions of their
decisions. The film takes a
while to kick into gear with a
slow first act, but there is no
slowing down once the scares
start. This may not be original,
and it is far from being one of
the best recent horror films,
but there is a certain eerie
charm present that will satisfy
horror fans willing to overlook
the slow start and predictable
climax. While being far from
perfect, this will hold over
moviegoers until something
better comes along.

Silver screen
Rating: 3 out of 5

•ti'Vf
Directed by Mike Flanagan
Produced by Jason Blum
Rated R for terror, violence, some disturbing images and brief language
Starring Karen Gillan, Brenton Thwaites, Katee Sackhoff, Rory Cochrane,
Annalise Basso, Garrett Ryan, James Lafferty
Now showing at Carmike 10, Victory Stadiums 9, Royal Cinemas and IMAX,
Spotlight Eisenhower Square 6, Carmike Wynnsong 11, GTC Pooler Stadium
Cinemas f2,Cinemark Bluffton 12

•

Total Eclipse Dance Party
at Hang Fire 10 p.m.

Sat. April 26
•

•

•

Spitfire Saturday All Stars
at Muse Arts Warehouse
7 p.m.
Armstrong
Chamber
Choir Concert at Fine
Arts Auditorium 7:30
p.m.
Corn Doggin' Outlaws at
the Jinx 10 p.m.

Mon. April 28
•

Diane Von Furstenburg
trunk show at Bleu Belle
Boutique 10 a.m.

Fri. April 25

Tues. April 29

•

•

•

BY LLA NA SAM UEL

Aint-Bad
Magazine
reception
at
SCAD
Museum 5 p.m.
Helen Levitt exhibit at
the Jepson 6 p.m.
Letters from Composers:
Musicians Speak
Irotic Opening poetry
night at the Wormhole
7:30 p.m.
Savannah International
Animation Festival at
Muse Arts Warehouse 8
p.m.
The
Woggles
and
Superhorse at the Jinx 10
p.m.

•
•

•

The Foundry Show at
Sicky Nar Nar 6 p.m.
Grown Folks Poetry Slam
at the Sentient Bean 7
p.m.
Face All Fears at Sweet
Melissa's 7 p.m.
Man or Astro-Man? and
Crazy Bag Lady at the
Wormhole 9 p.m.
Lyn Avenue at Jazz'd
Tapas Bar 9 p.m.

•

Savannah Fashion Week
In-store Event at Custard
Boutique 10 a.m.
Uka Pacha EP launch at
Graveface 7 p.m.

Wed. April 30
•
••

April cSpot at Ampersand
5:30 p.m.
Savannah Fashion Week
Feature Film at the
Jepson

Designers and
stores team up
for fresh looks
BY SAR A BAU KNECHT
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE
(MCT)

Flowers aren't all that's budding
as the warm weather (slowly) rolls
in.
New lines and designer capsule
collections are popping up at
retailers in time for the spring and
summer shopping seasons.
Each year, stores continue to
outdo themselves - and others - by
teaming up with some of the
greatest and latest designers on
accessories and apparel just for their
stores at prices that are affordable
for the masses.
So before you hit the mall, here
are some of the fresh fashions to
keep an eye out for:
- Peter Som for DesigNation at
Kohl's: Bring some laid-back luxury
to your look with clothes inspired
by St. Barths. Peter Som - the
fourth designer to team up with
Kohl's for a limited-edition capsule
collection - translated the culture
of the Caribbean into patterned
maxi dresses, cozy chic rompers,
black v-neck jumpsuits and casual
separates in corals, blues and
neutrals. He also infused pieces
with some fun island flavor with
whimsical prints, such as postcards,
banana trees and pineapples.
Clothing ranges from $38-$88.
Find it in stores and online at www.
kohls.com now.
Isabel Toledo at Lane Bryant:
The retail chain that specializes i n
fits for plus-size w omen is new to
the capsule collection game but
is flexing its fashion muscle with
apparel by Isabel Toledo, known
to many as the designer behind
Michelle Obama's lemongrasscolored dress and coordinating
coat that the first lady wore during
the 2009 presidential inauguration.
The collection is in select stores now
and online at www.lanebryant.com
for a limited time and has received
positive reviews for bringing the
look of high fashion (including a
dress and coat combo that's a nod to
Ms. Obama's outfit) to full-figured
women at prices less than $200.
- Maleficent by Stella McCartney

Kids for Disney: Kids can dabble
in a bit of fashion and fantasy with
this collection that will launch
later in April in select Disney and
children's specialty stores across the
globe and at www.disneystore.com.
Looks are drawn from characters
and scenes from Disney's upcoming
film about the villain from the tale
of "Sleeping Beauty."
"When
the
opportunity
presented itself and I was invited
by Angelina Jolie to visit the film
set, I jumped at the chaqce," Stella
McCartney told Women's Wear
Daily.
Expect everything from pretty
princess-style dresses to tees that
channel the film's darker side.
- Proenza Schouler for MAC
Cosmetics:
Clothes
meet
cosmetics in die upcoming beauty
collaboration between fashion
designer Proenza Schouler and
MAC Cosmetics. Creations from ;
past collections will take on new life
as inspirations for bold ombre face
powders, lipsticks and pencils, nail
lacquers and more. Information:
www.maccosmetics.com
More to look forward to ...
Marimekko for Banana
Republic: Distinct, colorful prints
will parade into Banana Republic
stores (and don't forget bananarepublic.com!) this summer.
"At Marimekko, we are inspired ;
by emotions," said creative director *
Minna Kemell-Kutvonen in a ;
statement. "Life springs from I
opposing forces, and the desire to
contradict emotions - happy with
sad, energetic with relaxed - is what
makes our prints so unique."
The collection is expected to
include about 25 pieces of clothes
and accessories.
- Chloe for NET-A-PORTER:
The famed French fashion
house has come up with a
collection of exclusive pieces
for luxury e-commerce site
NET-A-PORTER.com.
Soak
up the summer sun in some
of its striped blazers, ruffled
dresses, gold cuffs and other
ready-to-wear selections. Another
highlight: the label's signature
Baylee tote has been made over
for the occasion.
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Armstrong students perform in
percussion ensemble

^Jill!i LI®*
Photo by Maria Incorvaia

BY CLAI RE GOLEC

ART STUDENTS OFFER FRESH TAKE
ON REALITY
BY RACHAEL FLORA
ARTS. I NKWELL@GMAIL. COM

"Chronic
Hyperreality"
closed out a successful series
of senior— shows on April
18. The six participating
seniors presented an extensive
collection of pieces of various
themes and mediums.
Lydia
Craddock,
Megan
Stucky, Allen Love, Lisa Co,
Fiona Johne and Kayla Van Sice
are all art seniors graduating
in less than a month, and this
show served as their capstone
requirement.
"Chronic Hyperreality is the
fusion of fiction and reality,"
Craddock said.
Craddock, who Co named
as the leader of the show,
presented
several different
pottery pieces from stoneware
to sculpture. Her work reflected
her love of Japanese culture.
"I'm influenced by Japanese
culture because I grew up with
anime and other cultures, and

I really learned to love them,"
Craddock said.
Several years ago, Stucky, a
swimmer, was in a car accident
that left her unable to swim
competitively.
"After being known as an
athlete my entire life, I felt kind
of lost," Stucky said.
She channeled those feelings
into a theme of self-identity,
which she used in her selfportraits. One of her most
interesting pieces was a rotating
hand sculpture with two small
bees attached to it. In her
artist talk, Stucky informed the
crowd that the bees were real.
Love goes by the name
Pando as a reference to his
childhood
nickname.
He
focuses on graphic design and
photography, which are the two
types of piece he brought.
"I want to turn this all into a
brand," Love said, "and Pando
is my symbol."
Many of his pieces, which
include
bold
colors,
are

childlike
in
theme. One
painting depicts a childhood
memory in which Love was
stuck in the woods in New York
for hours. After graduation,
Love will return to his home of
California.
Co presented woodblock
prints on Japanese paper. Her
pieces had a theme of human
interaction with nature, as each
print featured a person with an
animal. In her words, it was her
"romanticized connection with
nature."
"I like to concentrate on my
overall idea, which is partly
that I really enjoy drawing
woodland animals and partly
that I feel like there's a very
mysterious connection between
people and nature," Co said.,
A transfer from Middle
Georgia College, Johne focuses
on textile design and aspires to
work in the fashion industry.
Her pieces reflected her love of
patterns, and she also included

some fashion sketches.
"I really like patterns, and
that's what my art represents,
patterns and designs," Johne
said. "Most of the artwork
is doing pattern and design
with fashion. I want to go into
textile design on fabric, or the
carpet type, like for hotels."
Van Sice stuck closely to a
biological theme, displaying
works from space to colorized
HPV cells.
"I'm mostly a watercolor and
acrylic painter, even though
I technically define myself as
a sort of do-it-all artist," Van
Sice said. "My show is all about
nature and taking a step and
appreciating nature at all levels,
from the sort of moleculardisease level to space itself."
Like
the shows before
it,
"Chronic
Hyperreality"
highlighted the extensive talent
of the Armstrong art students.
It will remain at Ashmore
Gallery until April 25.

Over 50 students, faculty
and
community
members
gathered in Armstrong's Fine
Arts auditorium on April
15 to attend the Percussion
Ensemble.
Stephen Primatic, Armstrong
professor
and
Percussion
Ensemble Director, conducted
the ensemble, which was'
comprised
of
percussion
majors and minors and other
Armstrong students. According
to Primatic, these concerts are
held twice a year.
The performances covered
music by various percussion
specialists,
composers
and
professors like Fred Emory
Smith, Chad Heiny and Lynn
Glassock. One of the pieces,
"El Vuelo de la Mosca," was
arranged by Primatic himself.
According to Primatic, the
composition means "the flight
of the flock" and was composed
by Brazilian composer Jacob
Bittencourt.
Although Primatic says there
was no particular theme, each
piece conveyed a certain charm.
With every note, audience
members were enchanted with
the harmonious sound of
various percussion instruments.
Primatic
described
the
concert as a pleasant surprise.
"The percussion ensemble
concert will be entertaining.
Most people think of percussion
as just drums, but it involves
I melodic percussion instruments

BY RA CHAEL F LORA

My one

My so
needs it
stay aliv

ASMINE ROZIER
Senior, English Co mmunications

You only need one
to donate plasma

WHATS YOUR STYLE INSPIRATION?
My mood, mostly. If I'm feeling happy, I dress in
more elaborate patterns and vibrant colors.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a
difference for patients and help you earn extra money.

BRIGHTS O R NEUTRALS?

If I had to choose, brights.
As a new donor you can earn $100 this week.
Donate today at:
Biomat USA
8805 White Bluff Rd., Savan nah
{located behind the Kmart)

{912)927-4005

!R aocftpo & rreefrg toe aonam dm jjm rwsl
Lsovfce a vafcj ciwto LEX, prod at yea? ff&ess
are! your Soc& Ssarty or mtQ&m mi toctoo^a.
Musi lis 18 wVfifaseor <*** to

grifolsplasma.com

GRIFOLS

FAVORITE SEASON FOR FASHION?
Spring, definitely.
FAVORITE PLACE TO SHOP?
I don't really have a favorite place. I'll buy clothes
from just about anywhere as long as I like them.
WHATS YOUR #1 FASHION RULE?
Don't be afraid to mix patterns and colors!

as well. The stage will be covered
with instruments," Primatic
said.
Herbie Peterson, sophomore
and computer science major,
said that he really enjoyed ,
the ensemble. His favorite
composition was El Vuelo de la
Mosca because it was a fun and
interchanging piece.
"Dr. Primatic arranged the
piece and it was a really fun
piece with all the trading
between the marimba players
and those others," Peterson
said.
The ensemble began with
Steve Riley's mysterious-yetlively "Storm Warning &
Dance" and ended with Lynn
Glassock's
soft-yet-energetic
"Teamwork."
Freshman music major Katin
Ruiz said that this was not only
her first time performing in a
percussion ensemble, but her
first time playing percussion
instruments as well.
"The most difficult thing
was to learn my first piece,
'Teamwork.' It was a big piece
to start with. It was gratifying
that Dr. Primatic put that
responsibility over me even
though I was new. It was more
gratifying the end result, being
able to jilay it right. And the
most exciting [part was) sharing
more time with new people
doing something I had never
done before," Ruiz said.
Jacob Hartzog, sophomore
and music performance major,
has been passionate about
music ever since elementary
school.
Hartzog says he feels anxious
before performing, but the
feeling he gets while on stage is
always rewarding.
"Before a concert, it is
common to be pretty anxious.
What first comes to your mind
is the thought of messing up
at a crucial part of a piece or
dropping your sticks. You just
have to push all that to the back
of your brain and just focus
on having fun and just play,"
Hartzog said.
For Primatic, the most
challenging part was finding
composition that fit well with
all the musicians.
"Since
many
ensemble
members are not percussion
specialists, it was challenging
to find literature that was
approachable
by
the
less
experienced students while
still being interesting for the
more advanced players," said
Primatic.
As the ensemble concluded,
audience members stood up in
unison and applauded.
Sophomore
music
major
Kaitlyn Purcell has attended
several Armstrong music events.
"This is one of the most
interesting performances that
the music department has just
because it has a lot of unturned
instruments and so you usually
don't get to hear a lot of that,"
Purcell said.
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minor injury

minor illness

major convenience

No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.

^Joseph's jCandler
Immediate Care

Savannah

WatMns always welcome)"
381 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 31400
p-amss-asat
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WELCOME PIRATES!
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED MINUTES FROM A ASU,
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT,
HOURS;
Monday - Friday 9,-00 am • 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am • &.0G pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Moat Inaurence, cash and credit cards accepted,

